(USCYBERCOM) mission and component command requirements as well as the missions and organizations of the sister Service cyber components, then compare these cyber components and missions to determine whether AFCYBER is postured properly to support the Air Force and USCYBERCOM missions and finally recommend how the Air Force's cyber component can align better with Air Force and USCYBERCOM needs to maximize Air Force personnel to support cyber missions.
AFCYBER: Postured to Support Air Force and USCYBERCOM Cyber Needs?
It is the intent of the United States Air Force to provide a full spectrum of cyberspace capabilities to Joint Force Commanders whenever and wherever needed. To this end, we have positioned the Air Force to confront the cyber-related challenges of today and tomorrow.
--Michael B. Donley SECAF and General Norton A. Schwartz, CSAF August 20, 2009 1 President Obama has identified cyber as one of the most important challenges the United States (U.S.) faces today because the adversary is seeking to exploit cyberspace to either cause downfall, detract, or degrade the U.S.' dominance throughout the world. 2 Currently the U.S. is unprepared to deal with the complexity of cyberspace, in particular how to protect it as well as use it to the nation's advantage.
Cyberspace is persistently contested and it is a domain through which the U.S.
operates continuously; therefore, the U.S., in particular the Department of Defense (DoD), must understand how to protect, defend, deter, and assess the cyber domain. including the Internet, telecommunications networks, computer systems, and embedded processors and controllers." 4 It further defines cyberspace operations as "The employment of cyber capabilities where the primary purpose is to achieve objectives in or through cyberspace. Such operations include computer network operations and activities to operate and defend the Global Information Grid." 5 These two definitions
show the complexity and diversity of cyberspace.
Due to this complexity and the importance of protecting our cyberspace equities, the Department of Defense (DoD) has allocated numerous resources to explore what the DoD and to some respect, the U.S. Government needs to do in the cyber realm.
"The DoD operates over 15,000 networks and seven million computing devices across hundreds of installations in dozens of countries around the globe." 6 The DoD also uses cyberspace in its day-to-day operations to enable communications, intelligence, business processes, and other warfighting capabilities. 7 According to the DoD Strategy for Operating in Cyberspace, the goals of the DoD in cyberspace are to "take advantage of cyberspace's potential, … protect DoD networks and systems, … enable a whole-ofgovernment cybersecurity strategy, … strengthen collective cybersecurity, [and] … leverage the nation's ingenuity through an exceptional cyber workforce and rapid technological innovation." 8 Based on these DoD goals for cyberspace and the need to ensure the DoD can operate freely in cyberspace and efficiently organize its resources, the Air Force has developed an institutional force devoted to supporting cyberspace operations, Air Force Cyber Command (AFCYBER). However, the Air Force is uncertain whether or not its cyber force is postured effectively to support cyber operations. Lieutenant General Basla, the Air Force's Chief Information Officer, stated the Air Force needs to study whether or not its forces are organized properly. 9 This paper will outline the mission, posture, and organization of AFCYBER. Then it will discuss U.S. Cyber Command's (USCYBERCOM) mission and component command requirements as well as the missions and organizations of the U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, and U.S. Marine cyber components. This paper will then compare the Services' cyber components and 3 missions to determine whether or not AFCYBER is postured properly to support the Air 200 level courses will update existing skills and introduce new skills, the 300 level courses will focus on joint cyber operations and strategic implications of cyberspace and the 400 level courses will discuss policy issues and refresh skills. 28 The Air Force has opened its 200 and 300 level courses to other services to avoid service-specific training and promote joint operations. 29 In addition to traditional courses, the Air Force has partnered with industry and the National Security Agency to allow government and civilian experts to teach Airmen their craft. 30 Also, it has developed "cyber ranges" where Airmen can practice their cyber skills in a closed environment without affecting live networks. 31 The Air Force has a vast array of training opportunities for cyber, and the 35 At the conclusion of the summit, Air Force leadership did not decide on a specific way ahead for cyber, but the information they gained has allowed them to begin addressing the major areas of concern to include mission, personnel, training, and capabilities in the cyber domain.
A key outcome from the cyber summit is that the Air Force needs to better [The U.S.'] increasing dependency on cyberspace, alongside a growing array of cyber threats and vulnerabilities, adds a new element of risk to our national security. To address this risk effectively and to secure freedom of action in cyberspace, the Department of Defense requires a command that processes the required technical capability and remains focused on the integration of cyberspace operations. Further this command must be capable of synchronizing warfighting effects across the global security environment as well as providing support to civil authorities and international partners. 36 This command is to be the lead cyber integrator and operator for cyber capabilities within the DoD. From this memorandum, USSTRATCOM established USCYBERCOM, the first U.S. warfighting command dedicated to how we organize, train, equip and operate in and through cyberspace. USCYBERCOM reached full operational capability in October 2010. 37 The mission of USCYBERCOM is to plan, coordinate, integrate, synchronize and conduct activities to: "direct the operations and defense of specified [DoD] information networks and; prepare to, and when directed, conduct full-spectrum military cyberspace operations in order to enable actions in all domains, ensure U.S./Allied freedom of action in cyberspace and deny the same to our adversaries." 38 USCYBERCOM's headquarters is at Fort Meade, Maryland where it is co-located with the National Security Agency (NSA) to take advantage of the resident expertise, authorities and systems already in place to effectively and efficiently achieve the DoD's goals. 39 By 2011, USCYBERCOM had approximately 1,000 employees at the headquarters with a $150 million budget for fiscal year 2011. 40 The number of personnel in the command is expected to increase by 4,000 personnel, mostly military within the Service components. USCYBERCOM's budget is expected to grow as the Services and DoD recapitalize resources from other programs to fund cyber. 41 The President of the United States has given USCYBERCOM three primary mission areas to consider at the strategic level to protect and defend the U.S. from cyber operations: supporting the geographic combatant commanders; protecting the global information grid (GIG); and defending the nation, in particular key components of industry. 42 To support these missions, USCYBERCOM has developed a structure called 11 "national mission cyber teams" that will be able to provide a standardized force presentation to each mission area. Each team will have specific cyber core competencies that best support the mission areas. Supporting Geographic Combatant
Commanders will require the cyber professionals to integrate cyber into operational planning and provide direct support to operations. Protecting the GIG will include distinct protection teams that will attempt to preclude an attack on the GIG. Finally, defending the nation will involve cyber national mission teams that would be multi-role, multi-function teams that would help protect the U.S.' critical infrastructure, banking system and other key components of U.S. industries.
In addition to these national mission teams, USCYBERCOM has outlined Fleet Cyber Command/Tenth Fleet has delineated three lines of operation for their forces. First, its forces will operate within the cyber domain to be able to navigate and work within cyberspace. Second, they will actively defend the Navy's ability to command and control operational forces in any environment. Finally, they will exploit and attack on "command and in coordination with Joint and Navy commanders [and] conduct operations to achieve effects in and through cyberspace. In the interim, the Navy has developed a tiered training strategy to train cyber professionals based on what the individuals will be doing and where they will be working. 63 The first tier focuses on building cyber awareness across all users on cyber threats and the role of cyberspace in naval operations. The second tier is tailored towards leadership and focuses on their responsibilities for Navy networks and building accountability for the application of offensive and defensive cyber capabilities. The third tier is designed to build a professional cyber workforce, ensuring they develop and maintain the expertise necessary to conduct effective cyberspace operations across the full range of military operations.
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The Navy includes both formal and informal training, and schoolhouse and virtual training to enable cyber professionals and their leaders stay apprised of the "latest threats and technology advances while mitigating cost and the loss of key personnel The streamlined command enables Army Cyber Command forces to capture efficiencies, increase effectiveness, pursue innovation and aggressively develop/refine operating procedures that affect the Army's global operational posture. The fusion of network defensive posture, threat activity and response capabilities to take pre-approved decisive action at "net speed" enhances ensures U.S./Allied freedom of action in cyberspace and to deny the same to our adversaries. 73 The total command strength exceeds 21,000 personnel including soldiers, civilians, and contractors is expected to grow as the USCYBERCOM requirements grow even with the drawdown in overall force structure for the Army.
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ARCYBER believes its cyberspace operations include building, operating, defending, exploiting and attacking in cyberspace. 75 ARCYBER is looking to enhance these capabilities. First ARCYBER will integrate and synchronize cyberspace operations with electronic warfare, electromagnetic spectrum operations, information operations, and space operations to achieve commander's objectives to ensure mission command. 76 Also, it wants to increase its ability to conduct cyber unified operations and support the U.S. Army's "shape, prevent, and win" pillars with cyberspace capabilities through improved indications and warning, operational preparation of the environment, critical infrastructure protection, theater security cooperation, and integrating cyberspace operations into planning and targeting processes. 77 All of these goals are to establish the U.S. Army as a leader in cyberspace especially with respect to training and leadership development. Plan, coordinate, integrate, synchronize and direct full spectrum Marine Corps cyberspace operations to include DoD Global Information Grid Operations, Defensive Cyber Operations, and when directed, plan and execute Offensive Cyberspace Operations, in support of Marine Air Ground Task Force, joint and combined cyberspace requirements in order to enable freedom of action across all warfighting domains and deny the same to adversarial forces. 81 It is organized into three sub-organizations. First, it contains a command element that conducts administrative support to the cyber force. Second, it contains a Marine Corps Network Operations Security Center that focuses on supporting and protecting the Marine Corps network. Finally, it has a company from the Marine Corps Cryptologic Support Battalion to aid in cyberspace operations execution.
Different from the other services, Marine Corps cyber professionals will be riflemen first and foremost. Col Zotti, Chief of Staff for MARFORCYBER, stated that "while there will be some associated skills for cyber, they will remain Marines first, cyber warriors second." 82 He amplifies his comments by asserting, "cyber has to be heavily integrated with all warfighting functions because all are critically dependent on cyber for 22 speed, precision, and lethality. So the [Marine's] success … is based on how well [it] can integrate it, not on creating a stand-alone capacity." 83 To achieve its goal for developing cyber warriors, the Marine Corps has developed rudimentary cyber training for its professionals. In particular, the Service has a cyber primer course that provides basic computer network operations and a Marine Corps Communication-Electronics
School that does specialized training. Air Force is taking a hard look at all aspects of its cyber mission; however, the Air Force needs to think of ways to revolutionize cyber rather than just evolve.
Recommendations
The Air Force has significant cyber experience. According to General Lord, Air Force does not seek to usurp any other Services' authority nor does it claim exclusivity in cyberspace; however, it desires a cyberspace force that can create effects and enable the Air Force to fight in air, space, and cyberspace. 86 Therefore, the Air Force must transform how it approaches cyberspace to effectively enable its cyber mission while supporting USCYBERCOM's mission. The Air Force must transform in six areas: how it thinks about cyberspace; cyberspace training; authorities; personnel management; force presentation; and overall organization of forces. Force would be combining two organizations, while creating a requirement for more billets to create another staff structure. Finally, the intelligence and cyber career fields may conflict over which career field should command and lead this new MAJCOM.
Conclusion
The Air Force is at a crossroad with its cyber posture. It has unlimited potential to lead all Services into the future of cyber operations; however, it needs to decide how best to posture its cyberspace forces to support USCYBERCOM and Air Force missions. The Air Force can choose to stay its current course, or it can choose to revolutionize the way the Service thinks about and integrates cyber. If it wants to revolutionize, it will need to reevaluate and change how it conducts cyberspace operations, cyberspace training, authorities, personnel management, force presentation,
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and overall organization of forces. Once the Air Force moves forward and embraces this change, the Air Force will be postured to support both Air Force and USCYBERCOM cyber needs.
Endnotes
